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Existence of quadrature formulas of Gaussian type related to Hermite-Birkhoff
interpolation is proved for a class of incidence matrices satisfying the conditions of
the Atkinson-Sharma Theorem. For the subclass of Hermite matrices this analysis
furnishes yet another proof of the existence of Gaussian quadrature formulas with
multiple nodes.

1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

This paper studies the existence of quadrature formulas of Gaussian type
related to Hermite-Birkhoff interpolation problems. Given the m X n
incidence matrix E = (eoY;= I' j:Ol with entries consisting of zeros and ones,
having precisely Nones, N < n, we are interested in the existence of a
quadrature formula of the form:

a <XI < X 2 < ... < X m <b, (1.1 )

which is exact for JIn - 1 , the space of all polynomials of degree <n - 1.
Incidence matrices with N < n ones which admit such quadrature formulas
are termed in [3] "matrices of Gaussian type." It is proved in [3] that the
quadrature formula (1.1) can be exact for IIn _ 1 only if n < N + k, where k is
the minimal number of ones which must be added to E to obtain a matrix
without odd sequences in rows corresponding to interior points of [a, b ].
Two classes of matrices of Gaussian type admitting quadrature formulas
(1.1) exact for JIn - 1 , with n = N + k, are known:
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(a) The class of Hermite matrices (matrices consisting of sequences of
ones starting at column o-Hermite sequences) with all the sequences
corresponding to points in (a, b) of odd order [2, 6].

(b) The class of incidence matrices derived from quasi-Hermite
matrices with Hermite sequences of length 2 in rows 2,..., m - 1, by changing
the last one in each of these sequences into zero [11]. (The definition of
quasi-Hermite matrices is given at the end of this section.)

In the following we characterize a wide class of incidence matrices of
Gaussian type for which n = N + k, where k equals the number of Hermite
sequences corresponding to points in (a, b). This class contains the classes
(a), (b). Our analysis is based on the Atkinson-Sharma theorem [1] and on
the existence of the classical Guassian quadrature formulas (termed also
principal representations) for Chebychev systems [8 J. The idea of proof is in
some respect an extension of the approach of Markov [1OJ to the
construction of the Gaussian quadrature formulas (GQF) in the classical
sense. In this approach the GQF is derived by integration of the Hermite
interpolation polynomial:

k

PZk_l(t;X*) = )~ [f(Xt)PiO(t;X*) + f'(Xt)Pii(t; X*)]'
i=l

Pu E llZk_I'

s = 0, 1, r = 1,..., k,j = 0, 1, i = 1,... , k,

with X* = ja ~ xt < ... <xt ~ h} chosen so that

b

J PiI(t;X*)dt=O,
a

i= 1,... , k.

Although our method of proof does not yield uniqueness of the quadrature
(Ll) even for matrices of class (a), for which uniqueness is known [2, 6J, the
proof of existence is somewhat simpler than the proofs in [2, 6J. Moreover
by the same method it is possible to extend the uniqueness result to the case
of quadrature formulas related to quasi-Hermite matrices.

The results and proofs are stated for polynomials, but the extension to
extended complete Chebyshev systems is straightforward. (See Section 3.)

In Section 2 we prove the existence of quadrature formulas of Guassian
type related to a certain class of incidence matrices. Section 3 consists of
remarks on some extensions and on certain interesting specific cases.

We conclude this section by introducing notations and citing some results
from the theory of Hermite-BirkhotT interpolation. Let ASm xn denote the
class of incidence matrices E = (eu)r= I' J':o1 satisfying:
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(a) P61ya conditions

n~1 m

'\' \' e·· = n,
..;..... ....... l}

j~O i~ I

NIRA DYN

s-I m

\~ '\~ e·· 2 s
~ .:..-... lJ'" ,
j~ I i=1

s = 1,... , n - 1. (1.2)

(b) All the non-Hermite sequences in rows 2,... , m - 1 are even. (A
sequence is a maximal string of ones in a row.)

The well-known Atkinson-Sharma theorem [1] states that the interc

polation problem at (E, X):

(1.3)

has a unique solution for any X = {a ~ XI <X 2 < ... <x m ~ b} and any data
{aij' eij = I} (E is order poised) if E satisfies (1.2) and if E contains no
sequence ei,k+ 1= ei.k+2= '" = ei,k+r = 1 with r odd, such that ev/.t = 1 for
some v < i, fJ ~ k and for some v > i, fJ ~ k.

The Atkinson-Sharma theorem implies that all AS matrices are order
poised. A subclass of particular interest of the AS matrices is the quasi
Hermite matrices satisfying (1.2) and containing only Hermite sequences in
rows 2,..., m - 1. The solution to the interpolation problem (1.3) with
aij=f(jl(x;) for eij= 1, and fE cn-I[a,b] depends continuously on
X = {a ~ XI < ... <X m ~ b}. This solution can be extended continuously to
all X = {a ~ X I ~ ... ~ X m ~ b} [13] if for X with one or more equal nodes
( 1.3) is replaced by

(1.4 )

In (1.4) X = {a ~ XI < ... <Xl ~ b} consists of all the distincts nodes of X,
and E is obtained from E by coalescing rows of E corresponding to equal
nodes of X according to the rule [5,4]: For Xs=x i =", =Xi+k'€Sj= 1 if
and only if

j i+k
'\' \' e ~J' - r + 1
"'--.J ...:........ V1J,

u=.r l'=i
for some 0 ~ r ~j. (1.5)

A quadrature formula of the form (1.1), exact for IIn _ l' is termed
hereafter a "Hermite-Birkhofl' Gaussian quadrature formula" (HB-GQF) if

n-l m

N = \' '\' e·· = n L ~ I}

j~O i= I

\'..... e iO •
Iilxi E (a,bl)

(1.6)

This is the best possible in case all rows of E corresponding to points in
(a, b) contain Hermite sequences. In this case the number of parameters
(points and coefficients) in (1.1) equals the dimension of the space for which
(1.1) is exact.
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2. EXISTENCE OF HERMITE-BIRKHOFF GAUSSIAN

QUADRATURE FORMULAS
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A key observation in the forthcoming analysis is the following direct result
of the Atkinson-Sharma theorem (see also [9, p. 89]):

LEMMA 1. Let E be an m X n incidence matrix satisfying:

eiO = 0, 1 <, i <, m, (2.1 )

s~ 1 m

\' \ ~ e.. >s - r,
_.- I]

j~O i= I

s = 1,2,..., n - 1,
n-l m

\' \' e·· = n - r, (2.2)
1- !--' l)
J=O 1= I

for some positive integer r. If all sequences of E are even then for any
X = la <, XI < X2 < ... < Xm <, b} the subspace

is a Chebychev space of dimension r on [a, b l.
It can be further shown that

LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, Po(E, X) depends
continuously on X in the open simplex

Proof Let PI'... ,Pr be the unique polynomials in IIn- 2 interpolating
g(x) == x n- 1 according to the following r interpolation problems:

For fixed a < y I < ... < y r <b

eij = I Ik= 1,... , r.
i= 1,...,k-l,k+ 1,... ,r

(2.4 )

Now PI''''' Pr depend continuously on X E sm, and for i = 1, , r
Xn-1-PiEPO(E,X). Moreover the r functions Xn-1-Pi i=I, ,r
are linearly independent by (2.4). Therefore Po(E, X) =
spanlxn-I-PI, ...,xn-I_Pr}' and Po(E,X) depends on XE sm
continuously.

Remark 1. The definition of Po(E, X) can be extended continuously to
the closure oLSm, sm = {X IX = {a <, XI <, ... <, x m<, b}}, if for X on the
boundary of sm
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where X consists of the distinct nodes of X, and E is obtained from E by
coalescing rows of E corresponding to equal components of X, as in (1.5).
This is the case since E satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 whenever E
does, and hence Po(E, X) =: Po(E, X) is a Chebychev space of dimension r on
[a, b]. Morevoer by the continuity of the interpolation problems (2.4) in the
case of coalescing rows [13], Pi''''' Pr and therefore Po(E, X) depend
continuously on X in sm.

Similarly we have

LEMMA 3. Let E be an m X n incidence matrix satisfying (2.1) and
(2.2). If all sequences of E in rows 2,..., m - 1 are even, then for any
X={a=XI~XZ~",~xm_I~Xm=b} the subspace Po(E,X) is a
Chebychev space of dimension r, which depends continuously on X.

Analogous results hold if all rows of E except the first (the last) consist of
even sequences only. In this case XI = a (xm = b) and the rest of the nodes
vary in [a, b] appropriately.

The main result of this work is the content of the next theorem,

THEOREM 1. Let E = (eij)~= I' r':ol be an incidence matrix with k Hermite
sequences °< k ~ m, satisfying

5-1 m

y ') eiJ·~s-k,............
j=O i=1

s=1,2,...,n-l,
n-l m

'\' \' e·· = n - k.
~ "--' I]

j=O i= I

(2.5)

If all the Hermite sequences of E are odd and all the non-Hermite sequences
of E are even, then E admits an HB-GQF with nodes X* = {a <xt < ... <
x~ < b} for any positive measure supported on more than k points in (a, b).

Proof Let

IE =: {i l < iz < ... < id =: {i IeiO = 1, 1 ~ i ~ m}, (2.6)

and let E be obtained from E by replacing the first one in rows i w " ik by
zero. It follows from (2.5) that E satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 with
r= 2k and therefore by Lemmas 1, 2, anLRemark 1, Po(E,X) is a
Chebychev space of dimension 2k for any X E Sm, with a continuous depen
dence on X in sm.

Using the result about the existence of a unique Gaussian quadrature
formula (lower principal representation) for a Chebychev space [8, p. 47,
Corollary 3.1] we conclude the existence of unique Z = {a < Z I < ... <
Zk < b} and Wi> 0, i = 1,..., k, such that

b k

r pda= 2.: wip(z;),
·'0 i= 1

P E Po(E,X), (2.7)
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for any posItive measure da supported on more than k points in (a, b).
Moreover Wi' Zi' i = 1,... , n are continuous functions of the Chebychev space
for any fixed positive measure da.

Hence the mapping T 1 from sm into sk, which maps X E sm into the point
Z E Sk of the nodes of the quadrature formula (2.7) for P0(.£' X), is con
tinuous.

In the following we construct a continuous mapping of the symplex Sk
into itself. Let T 2 be any continuous mapping from Sk into sm such that for
Y = ja <Y I < '" <Yk < b}, X = T2 Y is of the form:

j= 1,... , k, (2.8)

and let us extend this mapping continuously to Sk. In case k = m (all rows of
E contain Hermite sequences) T 2 is the identity mapping. Thus the mapping
T == T 1 T2 is a continuous mapping of Sk into itself, and therefore by the
Brouwer fixed-point theorem [12] there exists y* E Sk such that

TY* = Y*.

Moreover, since for all Y E sk, TY = Z E sk, y* = {a <YT < .. , <yt <b},
and therefore x* = T 2 Y* is of the form X* = {a <xT < ... <x; < b}. We
conclude the proof of the theorem by showing that E admits an HB-GQF at
the nodes X*.

For 1 ~ i ~ m define Iii as the length (number of ones) of the Hermite
sequence in row i of E (,ui=O if iEIE ). Then the matrix E= (eiJr~pJ:ol,

obtained from E by replacing the k zeroes ei/A' i E IE' by ones, satisfies (1.2)
in view of (2.5), and all its sequences are e~en. Hence E E ASm x n and for
any eu = 1 there exists a unique polynomial Pu satisfying

puEIIn-I' (2.9)

In particular Plu/ E Po(£' X*) for I E IE'
Now since TY* = Y*, the points x~ ,... , x~ are the nodes of the GQF (2.7)

for Po(£' X*) and therefore

Representing P E IIn _ I as the sum

p(t) = I pU)(x't) pu(t)
eij=l

(2.10)

(2.11 )
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and integrating, we obtain in view of (2.10) the quadrature formula

s: pda= e~1 aupU)(xt) = e~l aUpU)(~),
j*#i

with

(2.12)

b

au = f Pu da,
a

Remark 2. In the classical approach to GQF, for given odd integers
/1p ... ,/1m' L7'o1 Cui + 1) = n, a set of nodes X* is found such that the coef
ficients ai#i' i = I,..., m, in the quadrature formula

b m #i

f P da - )' \' a·· pU)(x:t')
- ~.::..... l] I'

a i=lj=O

pElla_I' (2.13)

all vanish. Theorem 1 implies that for any given set of indices {jI"'" j m} with
1 <.jj <'/1j, jj odd, i = 1, , m, there exists a quadrature formula of the form
(2.13) with a jh = 0, i = 1, , m.

More generally a matrix E admits an HB-GQF if it is obtained from an
order-poised matrix E consisting of even sequences only, by replacing a one
in an odd column in each of the Hermite sequences of E by zero.

As in the case of GQF with multiple nodes [2,61, also in the HB-GQF
(2.12) certain coefficients are positive. Using the notation of Theorem 1 we
prove:

COROLLARY 1. In the HB-GQF (2.12), au> °for iE IE,j evenj </1i'

Proof For i E IE' j even j < /1;, let qu be the polynomial solving the
following interpolation problem:

q~S)(x*) = 0
l) v ,

qjJ\xt) = 0,

q~f)(x:t') = 1
l} l ,

evs =l, v*,i,

e;s = 1, S *,j,/1;,

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16 )

(2.17)

Then by (2.12) f~ qu da = Levs = I avsqW(x~) = au'
To prove that au> 0 it is sufficient to show that qu ~ 0, qu i= 0 on the

support of da. We first show that qu(x) *' 0, x E (a, b) - {x~ 1 v E If}' and
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that the zeros of qij in {x: I v E IE} are even. Suppose to the contrary that
either qij(¢) = °for ¢ E (a, b) - {x: I v E IE} or that qlj"+ I)(X:) = °for some
v E IE' V oF i. Then qij is a nontrivial solution of a homogeneous interpolation
problem, corresponding to a matrix E = (eij)f= I' j:d obtained from E by
substituting eij = 0, eil1i = 0, adding a row with 1 in the first column
corresponding to the point a, and either adding a row with 1 in its first
colum,: corresponding to the point ¢, or substituting eV •

I1
,,+ I = 1. In either

cases E E ASmxn-a contradiction. Thus qij vanishes in (a, b), only at points
of {x; I v E lEi, and all these zeros even by (2.14)-(2.16) and the structure of
E. In view of (2.16) % >0, while qij i= 0 on the support of da, since
{x: Iv E IE} contains k points.

The same idea of proof can be extended to matrices satisfying conditions
as in Theorem 1 but with no restrictions on the structure of the first and/or
the last row. We state the result and sketch the proof for one such case:

THEOREM 2. Let E = (eij)T= I' j:Ol be an incidence matrix with k Hermite
sequences °< k <m - 2 in rows 2,.", m - 1, satisfying (2.5). If all the
Hermite sequences in rows 2,,,., m - 1 are odd and all the non-Hermite
sequences of E in these rows are even, then E admits an HB-GQF with nodes
X* = {a = xT <xI < ... < x~ = b}, for any positive measure da supported
on more than k points in (a, b).

Proof Let

and let £ be derived from E by replacing the first one in each Hermite
sequence of E by zero (including Hermite sequences in rows 1, m). Then £
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3 with r = 2k +e10 +emO' and therefore
Po(£, X), with X = {a = XI <X z<... <x m = b}, is a Chebychev space of
dimension 2k + e lo + emo , for all (x2..!:'" x m_ l ) E sm-Z.

We define a mapping T from Sk into Sk as follows: For YE Sk let
X=~=XI < ... <x.../IL=b}, with XZ,,,,,x m_1 defined as in (2.8), and for
Y E Sk define X E sm by extending continuously this mapping. Then
TY = Z E S\ where Z = {a < Z I < Zz < ... Zk < b} are the interior points of
the GQF (principal representation) for P0(£' X), corresponding to the
measure da, which involves a if e lO = 1 and b if emo = 1 [8, p. 46]. Using the
fixed point of T, y* E S\ we construct xI < ... < x~ _ I by (2.8), and
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 to construct the HB-GQF
corresponding to E at the nodes X* = {a = xT < XI < ... <x~ = b}. As in
the case of Theorem 1 we have:
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COROLLARY 2. Let E be defined as in Theorem 2, and let

be the corresonding HB-GQF. Then au> °for i E IE,j even,j < f.1i' au> °
for j <f.11' and (-1 Yamj >°for j < f.1 m , where f.1i is the length (number of
ones) of the Hermite sequence in row i of E.

3. EXTENSIONS AND REMARKS

3.1. Let E in Theorem 2 consist of Hermite sequences of length 1 in
rows 2,..., m - 1. ThenE has nonzero elements only in the first and last
rows, r:/::d (elj + emj ) = n - 2(m - 2), and for all X = {d = Xl ~ ... ~

xm=b}

Po(E, X) = Po(E) = {p Ip E IIn_l' p U)(a) = O,elj = I,j > 0,

pU)(b) = 0, emj = 1,j > O} (3.1)

is a Chebychev space of dimension d = 2(m - 2) +e lO + emo ' Since the
space P0(£' X) is independent of X 2 , ... , X m_ l' the points xt ,..., x~ ~ I of
Theorem 2 are the interior points of the GQF for poe£) involving a if e lO = 1
and involving b if emo = 1. Thus in this special case the derivation of the HB
GQF for E does not invpolve the construction of a fixed point of a mapping.
In addition the same arguments yield the uniqueness of the HB-GQF
corresponding to E.

3.2. A direct consequence of the simple relation between the HB-GQF
constructed in Subsection 3.1 for the matrix E, and a certain GQF
corresponding to Po(£), is the following extremal property of this HB-GQF:

Let E be as in Subsection 3.1. Among all polynomials from

with leading coefficient (-IY, s = 'Lj:OI emj , the one which has double roots
at xt, ... , X~_l of Subsection 3.1 minimizes f~ q(x) dx.

To see this observe that any q E Qn with leading coefficient (-1)" can be
written as q = Pn - p, where Pn = (_1)5 xn+ ... satisfies

p~j)(a) = 0,

p~)(b) = 0,

elj= 1,

emj = 1,

j> 0,

j> 0,
(3.3 )

and where p E poe£) satisfies p ~ Pn on [a, b], pea) = Pn(a) if e lO = 1, and
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p(b)=Pn(b) if emO = 1. Since {Pn}UPo(.E) is a Chebychev space of
dimension d + 1, the extremal property of the GQF used in Subsection 3.1
yields the required result. (For extremal properties of GQF (principal
representations) consult [8 D. The results of Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 are the
content of Theorem 4 in [11]. The proof of these results as sketched here,
seems to be simpler.

It should be noted that GQF with multiple node (HB-GQF admitted by
Hermite matrices) have a similar extremal property [7].

3.3. Theorems 1, 2 can be extended by the same method of analysis to
the case of extended complete Chebyshev systems {u 1 , ... , Un} C en - I [a, b] is
an extended complete Chebyshev system if any nontrivial "polynomial"
L7~ I aiu i , k:< n, has at most k - 1 zeros counting multiplicities. The Atkin
son-Sharma theorem is valied also for extended complete Chebyshev
systems [5], but with the operators (dkjdxk)k= 1,...,n-l, replaced by
certain differential operators D I'"'' D n _ 1 depending on the extended
Chebyshev system. In case of Hermite matrix E, the resulting HB-GQF
involves only evaluations of the function and its derivatives of order at most
n - 1. Otherwise the HB-GQF is of the form:

L auf(j)(xt) + L au(DJ)(xi),
eij= I eij= 1
j<#i j>lJ.i

(3.4 )

were 111'"'' 11 m are defined as in Section 2.

3.4. The existence and uniqueness of the HB-GQF admitted by an
Hermite matrix E, in case of extended Chebyshev systems, is proved in
[2,6). Using the uniqueness of the GQF with multiple nodes, we can prove
the uniqueness of the HB-GQF related to a quasi-Hermite matrix by a
construction similar to that in Subsection 3.1.

Indeed, let E in Theorem 2 consist of odd Hermite sequences of length
112'"'' I1 m -l in rows 2,... , m - 1, respectively, and let

PaCE) = {p I P E fln_l'p(j)(a) = 0, elj = l,j > 0,

p(j)(b) = 0, emj = l,j > Of. (3.5)

By Lemma 2, PaCE) is a Chebychev space of dimension n - Lj:/ (e Oj +emJ
Now

r
b Iti=, I (j) (j) ,-' (j)
pda= 2.. aup (xt)+ L aljP (a)+ .:.... amjP (b),

~'a J~::-O eIj=l emj=J

for all P E JIn _ 1 if and only if xi,...,X~_l are the interior nodes of the unique
GQF with multiple nodes for Po(E), which involves a if e lO = 1 and involves
b if emO = 1.

640/31/13
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3.5. It is conjectured that for E in Theorem 1 with k = m (all rows
contain Hermite sequences) the corresponding HB-GQF is unique, as in the
case of Hermite matrices [2,6]. Uniqueness cannot be expected in the more
general case due to the arbitrariness in the construction of the mapping Tz of
(2.8).
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